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Publications :
• 1000 Paper
• 30 Patents During 2015-17

2.

Changes and achievements are a part of big dreams. Could you share with us your exclusive
vision for IIT, Bhubaneshwar?

Thank you for this question. Personally, I would like IIT Bhubaneswar to be amongst the cream of world-class
institutes in terms of generating brilliant students, making research contributions and participation in
solving nation’s problems. There is no short cut for this and it doesn’t come free. What matters is the quality
and accountability of faculty, the academic research and governance culture, and facilities
In simple terms, you need to create global class standards for everything in the institute. In my first address
itself, I called upon our Faculty and Staff to stop thinking that we are a new IIT in functioning and in spirit;
thus they are motivated to aim for achieving high standards.
Soon after my joining, I realized that while there were some strengths, there were also many gaps in the
institute’s culture and standards. Though it is not easy and also not always appreciated, I personally engaged
myself in fixing these gaps, particularly those in the culture, and quickly set the standards and implemented
them. A significant part of the work has already been done with fairly good success for the last three years and
the process will continue. High standards are being adopted in recruiting faculty, the most important of the
resource which should be nothing short of global class when the aim is to make the institute one among the
global class. This is not easy, yet we are going across the globe in search of adequate numbers of faculty. This
would be sustainable only when the institutional standards including ambiance is of global class.
The above apart, preparation of a prospective plan for the growth of the institute was taken on to my own
shoulders, created a detailed one, including planning of the academic programmes, put it up for discussion
among the faculty for fine tuning. Thanks to the central government that for each of the IITs started in 2008, a
grant of around Rs. 1200 Crores was sanctioned in 2016 for the next three years, for the institutes to grow.
Here, I got an opportunity to build the institute as per the standards I could set in consultation with the faculty
and the Board. I am confident that we would be able to make the institute grow as per the ambitious standard
levels envisioned.
3.

Prof. Raja Kumar, R. V.
Director

Interview with the Director
1.

Sir, you have an extensive administrative profile and under your eminent leadership the
pedagogical system has undergone noticeable changes. Could you briefly share with us some
of the aspects of the same and holistic learning?

The method of teaching in classrooms should be of more student-centric than teacher-centric effectiveness.
Learning-by-doing and/or Experiential learning and/or Learning by problem solving by students would
immensely increase their understanding of concepts and assimilation of knowledge than by merely listening
to the lectures. Such are the learning paradigms that we want to adopt at this institute. The lectures and
assignments should be accordingly and properly designed to target deep learning and associated skill
development including creativity and augment students’ interests in the subject concerned. Unless creative
skills are nurtured, they do not become part of behavior of students. The members of Faculty play a key role in
this task. The success factor greatly depends on how every member of the Faculty understands, accepts and
implements it. Thus, education needs to be made participatory, focused on imparting adequate knowledge to
the students and inculcate capability to solve problems in a creative and innovative way. Teachers may avail
and use the ample resources and technological tools which are readily available.
At IIT Bhubaneswar, we recognize that education has a broader meaning. We are committed to ensure that
the learning is holistic, and provide ample opportunities to students to excel in various walks of life while
making the education in a chosen field of science and technology, sound. One way, I try to implement this from
my end, is to impress upon the faculty by sharing my experiences and by providing guidance directly through
my interactions with them; and the other is by involving senior visiting faculty to address the issues in their
interactions with our faculty.
(1)

It’s been over 3 years now since the torch has been passed on to you. Do share with us about
the notable accomplishments IIT Bhubaneswar has been credited under your Directorship
since 22 April 2015.

When I took over, IIT was operating from multiple transit campuses, with some academic programmes
running with a total student strength of 970. Unfortunately, the contractor of the Mega project rescinded, and
infrastructure creation in the permanent campus was stalled since Oct 2014. As a result, the academic
buildings were standing with partially built structural frames. Getting the infrastructure creation re-started,
completing the phase-1 infrastructure, shifting to the permanent campus phase-wise to full by now, redoing
the master plan, getting Rs 850 Crore for phase-2 constructions started and getting the same to 50%
completion stage could be done over since May 2015. Today the institute is fully established in its permanent
campus with strong processes in place and with the student strength of 1765.
Vision of the institute is to be amongst the global class. In short, we need to establish it in commensurate
standards and there is no short cut for the same. If you have money and the will power, and if you are hardworking, it is not difficult to build the physical infrastructure. It is very important, however, to set new
standards and rising the existing standards including raising of quality faculty, the most important of the
resources, academics, research output, creation of infrastructure in commensurate ambiance and running of
the institutional operations. Improving upon the existing standards is far more challenging than initiating
new standards. New standards could be established and the institute is made to undergo the transformation
with fairly good success, through several innovations. In the process, the institute operates by modern
standards better than some of the senior IITs, as of now. The biggest challenge has been to raise faculty of high
standards to adequate numbers which is being attempted through a global search.
We could take innovative initiatives like recruiting faculty of foreign origin to teach at IIT Bhubaneswar over
long terms to offer education with international flavor and to achieve high success. There have been other
initiatives too. The institute made a future plan for its growth for over the next 10-12 years to shape itself to
become an Institution of Eminence of global repute. To accomplish the same, necessary actions are being taken
over the coming two years including for a steady growth of the current strength of the students to more than
3000 students by 2022.

(2)

4.

As a director you are keen on recruiting foreign faculty at IIT Bhubaneswar. Please tell us
your strategy behind adding them to your work force.

Providing education, the primary objective of an academic institute, with international flavor can be a means
for internationalization, though very challenging. I personally feel that it is feasible. We could innovate and
get as many as five faculty of foreign origin for a tenure of more than a semester as visiting faculty on Indian
salaries, though after putting in spirited efforts. Four of the faculty expressed that teaching at IIT
Bhubaneswar has been a rewarding experience. The students too expressed happiness about the variety and
flavor of teaching. This first successes proved that it is feasible and we are putting in more efforts to have
faculty of foreign origin teaching in every school, a regular feature.

Creating Green
Campus

This apart, we launched a global search for regular faculty. Through this process we intend to reach out to
NRI PhD’s and Postdocs and attract selected of them back to India in the role of faculty of IIT Bhubaneswar.
We have been vigorously reaching our advertisement for faculty positions across the globe. Though some IITs
have done it earlier, we are going global one-step ahead with several innovations.
5.

As a leader could you share with us the methods you follow to encourage and support the
young members of the Faculty of IIT Bhubaneswar to engage in teaching and research?

For the head of an institution, to direct or guide particularly the young faculty, nothing can be as effective as
serving as a role model. I personally feel that the best way to promote traits like transparency, ethical
standards, accountability, and commitment is to put them in practice and showing the path by setting an
example. I believe that to be successful in this endeavor, you need to have these qualities, inherently within
you. The contentment and the positive energy these practices give to an individual can be experienced very
well and one may tend to adopt the same, permanently too.
I respect individuals irrespective of age and class. I try my best to recognize, appreciate and encourage merit,
hard work, performance, responsibility and good service. I do not hesitate to point out weaknesses and am noncompromising where I should not and do not hesitate to criticize with positive intentions. Criticism is part of
training.
I personally encourage and promote quality than quantity in research, and appreciate participation in projects
that help in nation building. I have personally designed a central on-line teaching feedback from students, got
it discussed and got implemented effectively at IIT Bhubaneswar in the first few months of my joining.
Outstanding teachers as per student feedback are rewarded for their best teaching practices.
6.

What is the philosophy that you live by?

Whatever life has given you, explore it to the fullest extent, live up to what it offers and return as much as you
can to the nation by performing at your best. The director’s position, particularly in a new IIT, is a grand
opportunity to create or shape up it in such a way to realize the dream and vision which it envisages. If not done
well, it would be a missed opportunity and a lot may be at stake. On the other hand, when you create a great
institution, it would be a great service to the nation, very satisfying and gives you a sense of fulfilment. It calls
for setting up a vision, mission and goals, plan properly, realize it and contribute to the fullest giving your best;
moreover, be prepared to struggle if necessary. Honesty, integrity, vision and hardwork are pre-requisites for
a genuine and sustainable contribution. When you are straight forward and serve honestly to fulfill a noble
objective, you need not fear anything. Finally, what can be more rewarding than self-satisfaction? Though it
sounds like a moral lesson, it is the intrinsic truth.
7.

What is your advice to aspirants of IIT?

True education including subject knowledge and developing associated cognitive skills is more important than
training on blind procedures aimed at succeeding in the entrance test as a short-cut; else, your education will
be defective and it may make you lose your appetite for education. There is no short-cut for true education, and
it can also get you into top most institutes like IITs in the right way. Examination success may get you into an
IIT, but it is your true education which matters throughout your career and life. Lastly, at this juncture the
country needs your performance excellence, at least on par, if not more, and that would greatly benefit you,
your family, and the nation.
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Administrative Building
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Our Guests at IIT Bhubaneswar

Recent Happenings at IIT Bhubanswar

President Ram Nath Kovind addressing the technocrats
and members of the Faculty on the 6th Convocation
held at IIT Bhubaneswar’s permanent campus.
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New Faculty

Seminars conducted during 2017 – 2018

Welcome to new members of the Faculty!
Dr. Abhijit Sutradhar
Visiting Assistant Professor
School of Basic Sciences
Research Interests: Bioluid
mechanics; Magnetic drug
targeting; Nanofluid convection in
porous media

Dr. Olive Ray
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: Renewable
power integration; Converter
modeling and control; Digital
control of Power Electronics

Dr. Pathikrit Bhattacharya
Visiting Assistant Professor
School of Earth, Ocean and
Climate Sciences
Research Interests: Mechanics of
earthquakes and faulting;
laboratory friction experiments;
physics and mechanics of friction;
earthquake statistics; fluid-rock
interactions; fault-zone hydrology;
high performance computing in
modeling of earthquake processes;
Bayesian inference on highly
correlated spaces.

Dr. Yengkhom Kesorjit Singh
Assistant Professor
School of Earth, Ocean and
Climate Sciences
Research Interests: Structural
geology and tectonics;
geochronology; photogrammetry;
GIS and remote sensing; Natural
hazard and disaster management;
Augmented reality and virtual
reality.
Prof. P.K.J.Mohapatra
Visiting Professor
School of Mechanical Sciences

Dr. Vasudeva Rao Allu
Associate Professor
School of Basic Sciences
Research Interests: Complex
Analysis; Geometric Function
Theory; Harmonic Mappings in
the Plane.

Prof. Godabarisha Mishra
Visiting Professor
School of Humanities, Social
Sciences & Management

Dr. Anoop Thomas
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: Coding
techniques; Algebraic Error
Correcting Codes; Index Coding;
Network Coding; Coded caching;
Coded Distributed Computing

Dr. Sourabh Bhattacharya
Visiting Assistant Professor
Research Interests: School of
Earth, Ocean and Climate
Sciences
Ore Geology; Hydrothermal Ore
Deposits; Fluid Inclusions & Laser
Raman Microspectroscopy
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Dr. Manish Agrawal
Visiting Assistant Professor
School of Mechanical Sciences
Research Interests: Finite
Element Analysis; Computational
Mechanics; Continuum Mechanics;
Topology Optimization;
Multiphysics Simulations

Dr. Debapratim Ghosh
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: Microwave
components, circuits, and systems,
microwave measurement systems,
analog and small-scale embedded
systems

Prof. Krishnamachar Prasad
Visiting Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: conventional
and three-dimensional integrated
circuits; silicon and compound
semiconductor devices and
integrated circuits; semiconductor
based sensors; IC design;
electromyography; electric
vehicles; high temperature
superconductors

Dr. Pattabhi Ramaiah Budarapu
Assistant Professor
School of Mechanical Sciences
Research interests: Multiscale
multiphysics fracture studies,
polymer nano composites and biomimetic composite structures.

Dr. Srinivas Boppu
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: High Level
Synthesis, Programmable
Hardware Accelerators, Coarse Grained Reconfigurable
Architectures, System-on-Chip
Design, Low power VLSI, and
CAD for VLSI.

Dr. Adway Mitra
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: Modeling
complex spatio-temporal processes
using Machine Learning and Data
Mining; Climate Informatics;
Video Analytics; Complex
Networks

Dr. Shweta Jain
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research interests: Game Theory,
Mechanism Design, Machine
Learning, Multi-armed Bandit
Problems, Social Networks

Dr. Gaurav Bartarya
Assistant Professor
School of Mechanical Sciences
Research Interests: Finish
Machining of hard metals and
alloys, Modeling and Simulation of
manufacturing processes, Reverse
Engineering, Incremental forming

Dr. Anwoy Kumar Mohanty
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: Research
Interests: Bayesian Methods in
Signal processing, Machine
Learning, Bioinformatics,
Statistical Signal Processing
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Dr. Suvradip Mullick
Assistant Professor
School of Mechanical Sciences
Research interests: Nonconventional Machining Processes
Laser Beam Machining, Cutting,
Grooving, Paint striping etc.
Underwater or Water Assisted
Laser cutting, welding
Laser Additive Manufacturing:
Direct Laser Deposition
Laser Assisted Machining

Dr. Srikant Gollapudi
Assistant Professor
School of Minerals, Metallurgical
and Materials Engineering
Research Interests: Creep
deformation behavior of Titanium
and Magnesium alloys, Powder
metallurgy, Corrosion behavior of
nanocrystalline and amorphous
materials
Dr. Rajakumar Guduru
Assistant Professor
School of Humanities, Social
Sciences & Management
Research Interests: Developing
Critical Vocabulary of ESL
Learners; Cognitive Reading
Skills; Second Language
Acquisition; Teacher Education
and Development; Communication
Skills; Technology and Language
Learning;
Dr. Srinivas Pinisetty
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: Formal
methods, and software
engineering in general, and
runtime verification and
enforcement in particular

Dr. Chandrasekhar Perumalla
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: Integration
and Control of Renewable Energy
Systems, Design and Development
of Smart Controllers for
Microgrid/Smart Grid Systems,
Control of Active Distribution
Systems, Energy Management in
Hybrid AC/DC Microgrid Systems,
Multi-Level Inverters, Electric
Vehicles, Application of Power
Electronics to Power Systems, Soft
Computing Applications to Power
Quality Problems

Prof. Rambhatla G. Sastry
Visiting Professor
School of Earth, Ocean and
Climate Sciences (SEOCS)
Research Interests: Exploration
Geophysics, Engineering
Geophysics,
Geophysical Inversion and
Geophysical imaging

Dr. Bankim Chandra Mandal,
Assistant Professor
School of Basic Sciences
(Mathematics)
Research Interests: Numerical
solutions to Partial Differential
Equations through Domain
Decomposition Methods,
generalization of substructuring
methods with Waveform
Relaxation method, formally
named as the Dirichlet-Neumann
Waveform Relaxation (DNWR)
and the Neumann-Neumann
Waveform Relaxation (NNWR).

(16)

Dr. Balakrishna Pamulaparthy
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Sciences
Research Interests: Power System Automation; Data Analytics for Smart Power
Grids; Smart Grids/Micro Grids Technology; Power Distribution Systems;
Substation/Distribution Automation; Advanced Metering Infrastructure; Power
Transformer/Motor Asset Management, Diagnostics and Analytics
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Career Development Cell (CDC):

Other Visits and Lectures

IIT Bhubaneswar has been performing outstandingly well on placement front and the highlights of placement

Brainstorming meeting on Establishment of Bay of Bengal Coastal Observatory, 17 January 2018 at IIT
Bhubaneswar.

season 2017-18 are as follows:
• A total of 207 students have been placed from all the disciplines. 20 % rise in no of students placed this year
as compared to last year. Total 130 students from UG discipline received offers.
• Undergraduate placement is about 87%.
• Highest domestic CTC offered was 39 Lakhs per annum.
• Almost 100% placements achieved for the 3 M Sc programs (Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry).
• Highest number of job-offers has been received from core industries.
• 53 companies had participated in this year placement season.
• Average salary is 11.15 Lakh per Annum for UG.
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• PSU’s like ISRO, IOCL, HPCL, NCCBM participated in the campus placements.
• MNC companies like Goldman Sachs, Renault Nissan, Samsung R & D, Oracle, Infosys, TCS R & D, and

Brainstorming meeting on

Adobe have participated in this year of placements.

Urban Climate: Science, Impact and
Adaptation during 21st and
22nd September 2017, at IIT Bhubaneswar.

• 3rd year students have received internship offers from reputed industries like Amazon, Goldman Sachs, Go
Jek, Microsoft, MAQ Software, MathWorks, Ittiam, Jindal Stainless, Tata Steel, Wipro. Many of them are
engaged in Internships in R & D organisations like ATREE, BARC, TCS, and foreign universities like
IOWA State University, Singapore University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University.
39,00,000 p.a
Domestic
CTC offered
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GIAN Course
A GIAN course on “Challenges for welding and fabrication of CSEF steel structures for low polluting ultrasupercritical power plant applications” was conducted at School of Mechanical Sciences during 9-13th July
2018. Prof. Leijun Li of University of Alberta, Canada was the resource person for the event. A total of 35
participants from various Institutes and universities across India had attended the event.

(21)

Indo-US colloquium on

ERFS training workshop on

“Prediction of Heavy Rainfall associated with
Extreme Weather Events” during
14-16 December, 2017, at Bhubaneswar, Odisha.

“Integration of Monthly and Seasonal ERFS
forecast products with crop models for
developing CRM tools in Agriculture:
during 03-08 May, 2018, at Bhubaneswar, Odisha.

(22)

Brainstorming meeting on “Future strategies for the need and scope of ERFS products for
robust agriculture advisories” during 09-10 May, 2018 at Bhubaneswar, Odisha.
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Socio-Cultural
The Socio-Cultural Council of IIT Bhubaneswar under Students’ Gymkhana aims at promoting interest in
socio-cultural activities among the students. There are many socio-cultural societies focused on various
activities like dance, music, dramatics literature etc. Throughout the year, the societies with the help of
Gymkhana hold many cultural events and workshops, providing students with opportunities to showcase
their artistic and cultural talents. Students from the societies have participated and won prizes in many inter
college events.

Gymkhana Activity
Social Welfare Society (Souls for Solace)
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